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14. A CROSS-DISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS OF SCIENCE
CLASSROOM DISCOURSE

IN IRODlJCTION

There has been little research in the science educalion literature employing a
cross-disciplinary appronch 10 analyse the ways science classroom discourse
mediates students' scientific meaning making. This study aims to fill this gap in
the literature. It employs the Flow of Discourse (FOD) framework originating from
socil1cuitural psychology and science education and the Systemic Functional
Linguistic (SFL) fl'amework originating hom sociolinguistics to enrich our
understanding of complex classroom interactions.
The importance of classroom discourse in influencing science learning is
emphasised in a sociocultural perspective on learning. A. sociocultural perspective
foregrounds the social interaction on the interpsychological plane that must take
by functioning as a tool
place prior to learning (Vygotsky, 1978. 1981),
for social interaction, performs an important mediating role in the learning of
science (Scott, 1998; Wells, 1992; Wilson & McMeniman, 1992). It follows that
the ways classroom discourse are used to mediate students' scientific meaning
making is an aspect of science education worthy of study.
Hicks (1995) suggested that research on how classroom discourse supports the
construction of knowlcdge should draw upon rcsearch methodologies in a
multidisciplinary fashion in order to study classroom discourse in its full
complexity. Currently. little of this kind of research has been done. Our study aims
to till [his "gap" by utilising perspectives derived from different disciplines~
sociocultural psychology, science education, and sociolinguistics-~and to test the
feasibility ,md value of a cross-disciplinary approach. Moreover, \Vells (1994) has
previously argued that the contributions of Vygotsky and Halliday (in which the
two frameworks are grounded) to the understanding of children's development of
and through language arc not only compatible but also complementary.
IlIL ANAI.YTICAI. FRAMEW()RKS
FI01I' ojDiscolirse

Developed as part of "an established and cl)l1tinuing line of research work" (Scott,
1998; Mortimer. 1998; Mortimer & Scott, 2000), the FOD framework provides
a set of "analytical tools for reviewing and identifying the different kinds and
patterns of classroom talk" (emphasis in original, Mortimer & Scott, 2000, p. 126).
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The FOD framework is bas..:d on a Vygotskian approach, and f'JCuses on the
ways in which classroom discourse makes scienti lie knowledge available on the
intermental (interpsychological) plane. Through the process of internalisation,
individual students then develop understandings of scientific concepts 011 the
intramental (intrapsychological) plane. Though til..: FOD framework makes visible
the role of language in making scienti tic knowledge available on the imennental
plane, it dn..:s not claim to reveal the extent to which individual students are able to
internalise and understand the scientific concepts made available on the intermental
plane.
The thlmework highlights three aspects of the discourse:
I. the content of discourse;
2. the form of utterances: and
3. the patterns in the !low of discourse.
In our study, analysis of the content of the discourse led to the identi fication of
separate learning goals for each phase of the lesson, based 011 the scientific
knowledge that the teacher was trying to convey in that phase. Analysing the fl)flll
of the utterances involved classir:ying those teacher and student utterances directl}
related to the learning
of description, eXI)lalllltioll, generalisation and
inference. The "patterns in the flow of discourse" refers to the forms of
pedagogical intervention that the teacher used; in other words, how the teacher's
discourse mediates the students' developing scientific understanding, An example
of a pedagogical intervention would be: "Teacher guides students through the steps
of an argument or explanation by means of a series of key questions" (Scott 1997.

p.96).
Scott (1997) identi tied five categories of pedagogical intervention (see Figure I)
and further grouped these into three strands: (I) deVeloping scientific knowledge.
supporting studcnt meaning making, and (3) maintaining the narrative.
Together, the three strands constitute "a 'Teaching Narrative' or teaching
perfonmmce through which the tei](:her directs and slistains interactions 10 make
the scientific view available to students" (Scott. 1998, p. 56).
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.liJl' IIsillg lht! FUD FUIllt!lI'Ol'k.
The FOD fi'amework is particularly
well-suited tt1r analysing science lessons. The various forms of pedagogical
intervention. used as cOding categories in analysing the patterns in the flow of
discourse. have been identi tied empirically t!'om two cases studies. each
comprising a sequence of science lessons on a particular topic (Scott. 1997). This
empirical grounding provides specificity and validity in the context of science
classrooms. By focusing on all three aspects of content. form and patterns of
pedagogical interventions. the t!'amework provides a comprehensive set of tools for
analysing how elassroom discourse supports the understanding of scientific
knowledge.
Rt!Clsons

SY.I'lt!lIIic Fliliciioll(// I.illglli.l'Iics

The second framework used in this study derives from the SFL theory. which
originated from the work of Michael Halliday and was subsequently expanded
upon by other systemic linguists. This theory claims that all languages are
functional: the function of language is to make meaning (Halliday, 1994), and how
meaning is made can be explained in a non-arbitrary manner by reference to the
functional components of the language. One of the goals of SFL theory is thus to
explain the link between the organisation of the language in terms of its
grammatical resources and the meanings realised by it. The SFL framework was
chosen for this study because it has the potential to relate the use of grammatical
resources to the process of constructing scientitie meanings.
Halliday claimed that all languages are used to realise simultaneously three
dinerent kinds of meanings: experief1liU/. leXIlIu/ and if1lerpersol1u/. The
expcriential meanings. that is, those related to how speakers represent "what goes
on around them and inside them" (1994, p. 106). are realised by the transitivity
system l . The textual mcanings, that is, the message of the communicative event
are ill turn realised by the thematic system; while the interpersonal meanings, those
involved in enacting social relationship, are realised by the mood system. Due to
time constraints. the analysis in this study was restricted to only the transitivity and
textual resourees used by the teacher.
RC(/S0I1S .Ii)l· Iht! liSt! oj Ihc

SFL ji·ul1It!lI"ol'k.
The need for discourse analysis to
be based on grammar is strongly advocated by Halliday. who argued that "a
discourse analysis that is not based on grammar is not an analysis at all, but simply
a running commcntary on a text'· (1994, p. xvi). As Halliday explained "without a
theory of wordings~that is, a grammar~,there is no way of making explicit one's
interpretation of the meaning of a text"' (p. xvi i). As the FOD framework is not
based on the linguistie perspective. it does not allow tt)r grammatical analysis
of the discourse. Designed to explain the meanings of language at the lexico
grammatical level. the SFL is a eoncrete and eomprehensive framework in which
grammar has a central place in the interpretation and analysis of text. This study.
however, does not claim nor aim to be a linguistic study of classroom discourse,
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but merely borrows from the SFL framework analytical tools that will allow us to
investigate how language at the lexico-gral11ll1atical level mediates students'
scientific meaning making,
DATA

The data was from the transcript of the audio and video recordings frol11 the tirst
half of a I-hour Chemistry lesson on rate of reaction, The class comprised 27
Secondary 4 (Grade (0) students, and was taught by a teacher with more than
6 years of teaching experience in a co-educational government school in
Singapore, In this lesson episode, the students were expected to learn about the
effects of particle size on rate of reaction and the explanation 111f these effects in
terms of collision theory,
RESULTS

The two frameworks revealed difTerent insights about the classroom discourse, Due
to space constraints, only some of the findings in our study are presented below.
A case is then made in the Discussion as to why and how the two ti'ameworks
provided complementary insights about the classroom discourse.

What the FOD Framework Revealed A hOIl/ ('lassro(}11/ Discourse
The teacher's two main goals for the lesson were to teach the effects of particle
size on the rate of reaction and the explanation for the effects using collision
theory, However, the content analysis revealed at least nine phases in the lesson,
each with distinct learning goals (see Table I), These represented the "building
blocks" that the teacher used to achieve the two main content goals she had
in mind.
7i/hle I, /,earJIing
.....

Phase

---~

!!acil !lilas!!

.....- - - - -.... -

---

- - - -.....- - - -....

--~~

Learning Goal
To know the eflects of particle size on the rate of reaction.

2

To identi1Y the conditions that \Vcrc kept constant and the variable under
invcstigation in thc two cxperimcnts carried out to detennine the eflccls ofparticlc
size on rute of reaction.

::;

To identilY thc dil'lcrence in total Sur1~lCC arca hct\\'ccn magnesium ribbon and
powder as the reason i(lr their diflcrent rates ofn.',lction with hydrochloric acid,

4

To Icarn the typ<: und shap<: of graph that can he obtained li'om sLich an nperill1ent.

5

To dClermine tho: dil'krencc in gradient he!m:cn the t\\O graphs obtained from the
experiments and its interpretation inlerms ofratc of reaction.
To dra\\' the tangcnt at a specilie point on the graph to determine the gradient.

- - -.....
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(,

To rcco"ni:;e that both experiment,; produced the saille volume of hydrogen gas
whieh is in turn to be explained by the w;e of identical mass of magnesiulll in both
eases.

7

To recognise that both experiments stopped at diflCren[ limes.

/(

All learning goals Ji'om Phases 2 to

l)

To understand collisioll theory and
Oil tht: ratl' of reaelioll.

10

appl) illo e"plaill the elkels of parlicle size

The forms of both teacher and student utterances was analysed in terms of tour
categories: descriplion, inference, ('x/J/(//Wlion and generalisalion. The forms of
utterance were closely related to the learning goals identitied in each phase. In
phases where the learning goals required students to "identify" or to "recognise"
certain concepts. the utterances tended to be description; while those that required
students to elaborate tended to be explwwlion. In the case of utterances that were
classilied as in/Crel1ce. these tended to be elicited in response to questions from
the teacher that were not specitic (such as the ways in which magnesium ribbon
and magnesium powder were ditTerent, and the request for students to comment on
the graphs).
Overall. this analysis revealed the shift in discourse from a general isation of the
effects of particle size on the rate of reaction, to a description of the conditions of
experiments that determined these effects. to description and inference of these
etfects t1'om the graphs. and finally to an explanation of these effects. It is possible
that another teacher Illay introduce the collision theory first. so as to provide the
mechanism tor predicting the effects of particle size on the rate of reaction. Such a
lesson would very likely take a form that is the reverse of this lesson. An overview
of the sequence of main torms of utterances, theretore, indicates the direction in
which the conceptual line is developed (see Mortimer & Scott. 2000).
Both the analysis of the discourse content and the form of utterances informed
and facil itated the identitication of the pedagogical interventions adopted by the
teacher. Generally. the patterns of pedagogical intervention were similar tor all the
nine phases. Each usually began with an instructional question, with which the
teacher shaped the discourse towards achieving the learning goals of that phase.
Frequently. one student would be selected to answer the question. This was
followed by a series of questions from the teacher in response to the student's
statement. either to shape the development of the conceptual line or to check
student understanding. The teacher would then "mark" the importance of ideas
presented. Finally. the phase would round otf with the teacher reviewing key ideas
presented by providing a summary of the main ideas. The tollowing transcript
found in Phase .\ of the lesson illustrates this pattern:

Pedagogical !rl/r;rVe11l;ol7

T:

Someone ,tand up and tell me why is this
Illagnesium ribbon and magnesiulll powder
in what way are they different? Ilow does it

T shaped the discourse
H'illi un instmcliol7i11

q1ft:'sl;on
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atle..::t the rate of reaction here'? That's goes to
[pointing to one particular student] Yes!
Tim: The total surface area of the pO'vvder is greater.
T:

rhe total surface area of the powder is greater
because the powder is very?

SS:

Small.

T:

Fine and small. So it has got a larger?

Ts/wped 111,: disco/lrse
or checked sllidellt
I1l1derstal1dil1g hy asking
u .Ieri<:'s O(l/II<:'Sliol1s.

T //lurked Ihe illl/!Oriw/cc
otidco.

SS:

Surface area.

T:

Total surface area. What about your
magnesiulll ribbon?
Tim: (It has a smaller surt~lcc area) [Mumbling]
T:

;\Iso got small surface area. Because it is olle
whole one wholc?

s:

1\lass.

T:

Piece. Yes. So over here in Experiment-I. I usc T reri('lrcd key idcas.
a magnesium ribbon and over hcre in mag. cr
Expcriment-2, okay. I usc a magnesiulll
powder. So according to him. a powdcr will
have a smallcr particle size. Am I right?
Smaller size and it will expose a larger surface
area. Whereas a ribbon. the amount of surface
area exposed will be lesser, all right.

Of the three aspects of discourse in the )·'OD framework. this aspect was the
most useful in revealing the ways discourse was used by the tcacher to mediate
students' scientific meaning making. Specifically. it reveals the discursive
strategies used by the teacher in making scientific meanings available on the
intel'lllental plane and in guiding students to make sense of these mcanings. The
former was mainly achicved by those pedagogical interventions classified under
the strand of dcveloping scientific knmrlcdgc (see Figure I). wherca~ the latter was
achieved by those classitied under the strand of slIpporlilJg stl/dcl1l II1cClning
/IIuking and fIIaimail/ing Ihe Iwrralivc (see Scott. 1997).
The analysis also rcvealed the implicit epistemology ofthc scientific knowledge
that was presented. The tew pedagogical interventions that involved the
devclopment of the epistcmologieal Iine emphasised the importance of experiments
in validating the eftects of particle size on rale of reaction. and the need for control
of the experimental conditions by keeping all conditions constant except the
\ariable under investigation.
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While those interventions frequently llsed by the teacher reveals something
about the nature of the lesson, the interventions that were not used are also
significant in indicating what the lesson was not about. Of those pedagogical
interventions identifIed by Scott (1997) as involved in the development of a
conceptual line, those not used in this lesson included:
I. teacher differentiates ideas; and
2. teacher offers a direct choice between ideas.
The lack of use of thesc two pedagogica I interventions suggests that the teacher's
intention was not so much to gather students' everyday perspectives. Instead, she
appeared to be interested in consolidating and reinforcing the scientific perspective
that they were expected to have internalised from previous lessons, and possibly to
reshape some misconceptions that tht:y might have had with regard to tht: topic.
This interpretation is also supported by the obst:rvation that the students appeared
to possess sOl11e understanding about the topic prior to this lesson. Otht:r evidence
for this was the lack of variety in the answers given, even when several students
responded simultaneously. Consequently, the teacher did not check for consensus
of ideas (another pt:dagogical interwntion identil1ed by Scott, 1997) since there
was little need, if any.
In summary, the three aspects of the discourse addressed in the FOD analysis
reveal the overall instructional approach taken by the teacher to mediate students'
understanding of the two main goals for this lesson. The analysis shows Il'ha/
scientil!e meanings the teacher made available on the intermt:l1tal plane and how
she did so, as well as how she guided students to make sense of these meanings.
IV/Willie SFL FrOlIl('lI'ork Rel'euled A hlllll ('/ussroOIll DisclllIrse

The SFI. analysis revealed the grammatical resources used in the lesson as well as
how they were used. For example, the teacher's lise of transitivity resources
indicates that scientific knowledge was made available on the intermental plane
mainly through the use of relational processes'. Specifically, attributive processes
were used mainly to describe and compare scientific concepts, whereas identifying
processes were uscd to classify, define, emphasise and paraphrase scientific
knowledgc. In contrast, the teacher used non-relational processes mainly to guide
students to make sense of thc scientific meanings. For example, she used mental
processes to engage students in thinking, behavioural processes to direct students'
attention to a particular subject of discussion, and verbal processes to elicit
studcnts' knowledge of the subject of discllssion.
Through her choicc of processt:s, the teacher guided studt:nts to make sense of
the scientifIC meanings, She tended to lise processes that were relatively simple
and concrete. This facilitated students' comprehension of both the teacher's
instructions and the scientific conceptual knowledge made available on the
intermental plane. III particular, she lIsed concrete behavioural processes, such as
"look", "'telr' and "see" to metaphorically realise higher cognitive stances
('"analyse", "deduct:" and "know", rt:speetively) that wt:re expeckd from studt:nts,
such as when the teacher asked tht: students, "\\ihat can you tell from this graph
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hereT or "How can you tell that the rate of Experiment 1 is faster than Experiment
2?" These "behavioural" processes, being concrete and familiar to students.
provided a stepping stone to higher level thinking (see Frydenberg, 1997),
However. persistent use of them without explicit flagging of the higher cognitive
stances involved, could mean that students are not exposed to those congruent
cognitive processes such as analysing, deducing and inferring. Consequently.
students may not even realise that what they are doing routinely in class is just that,
and may remain clueless about how to answer assessment-type questions that
require them to analyse, deduce or infer, when what is required from them is
exactly what they were doing in class.
The transitivity analysis also showed that the teacher had a tendency to use the
first person "me" as the Receiver rather than "us". This suggests that her intention
of getting students to respond to her questions was more to check and evaluate
their understanding than to enable the sharing of their knowledge with the class.
The Attribute that described the Carrier in Attributive clauses was realised mainly
by comparative adjectives, such as "Iarger", "smaller", "faster", "slower",
"steeper" or "higher". This feature of the Attribute reveals much about the
epistemology of the scientific knowledge presented. It indicates that scientific
concepts were described in relation to another entity of a similar form. For
example, "Experiment-2 is faster than Experiment-l ", the Carrier. "Experiment-2"
was described in relation to another experiment by the Attribute "faster than
Experiment-I". In other words, the scientific knowledge was realised by
comparison, Overall, the effects of particle size on rate of reaction were inferred by
comparing and contrasting two forms of magnesium of different particle size.
Nominalisation (the conversion of a process into a nominal group), which
occurs frequently in written scientific discourse, has the effect of eondensing
multiple meanings into a single phrase (Halliday & Martin, 1993), which the reader
has to unpack. The few instances of nOl11inalisation used by the teacher (e.g., rate
of reaction and chances of eollision between the reacting particles) suggest that
minimal unpacking of meanings was required by the students. In other words.
students required little processing of the discourse in order to access the scientific
meanings presented. As nominalisation tends to reconstruct "a world made up of
things", its infrequent use also suggests that the teacher was in fact constructing a
"world of happening-cvents with things taking part in them" (Halliday, 1993.
p. 82). The latter is a world that students tend to be more t:ll11iliar with. This is well
exemplified by the high frequency of material processes to realise human aetions,
and even a conceptual world of chemical entities in constant motion.
Analysis of the thematic resources used by the teacher showed frequent lise of
conjunctive adjuncts as textual themes. This suggests that the teacher was making
explicit the interrelationship between concepts. an important component of
scientific understanding. The appropriate and effective use of such textual themes
is important if students are to understand the link between the variolls scientific
concepts. However, the same canllot be said about the students' discourse,
Conjunctive adjuncts were absent in the students' responses, except t()f one.
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Interestingly, this student's use of conjunctive adjuncts was inappropriate, but this
was not commented on by the teacher.
T:

How can you lise collision theory to explain this? Roy.

Roy: When the magnesium is in powder form and it has a larger surface area
and the chances that the hydrochloric molecule. the acid molecule. can
collide with the magnesium molecules
T:

Is?

Roy: Higher.
T:

Higher. Okay.

Though Roy was obviously trying to construct a cause-and-eftect relationship
between the concepts that would be more appropriately expressed by the use of
conjunctions such as "because" or "so". he used "and", which is an additive type of
conjunction. The lack of and inappropriate use of these conjunctions in Roy'S
answer implies that students may be handicapped in their use of suitable
conjunctions to construct expressions that show the interrelationship between
scientific concepts appropriately. In fact, the teaching of the appropriate use of
conjunctive adjuncts is often non-existent in science teaching but, we would argue,
it ought to be a significant aspect. After all, the interrelationship between scientific
concepts is an important component of scientific understanding. If teachers are
aware of the signiticant role these conjunctive adjuncts play in constructing the
interrelationship between concepts. and if they could in turn highlight them on the
intermental plane. it might just go a long way in helping students to see the
connections between the various concepts.
The teachcr also used thematic resources to guide the students in making sense
of scientific meanings. For example, she consistently used continuity adjuncts
"okay", "yes" and "now") to mark the boundaries between phases, suggesting
Ihat~consciollsly or othcrwise---she had made visible the rhetorical structure of
the discourse. This explicit marking of phase boundaries helps students identify the
shifts in learning focus. The teacher's l"equent selection of "you" and "we" as
participant-related topical thcmcs also realised the students as active participants in
the discussion and served to engage their attention, Furthermore. the teacher used
"you" to realise the studcnts as acting the part of reacting particles. This had the
eHect of making sciencc come alive. as the students were cast as direct
"participants" in the microscopic world of chemical particles. Lastly, the use of a
consistent pattern of thematic development in most phases of the lesson also helpcd
the students to focus their attention and to follow the discussion more easi Iy.
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DISCliSSION
('()lJlplelJl{,l1larl' IlIsighlS/i'olll Ihe Two FI'dIll('\I'orks

There is at least one similar insight about the discourse as revealed by the different
fl-<lI11eworks. Both frameworks highlight the interactive but authoritative nature of
the discourse (see Mortimer & Scott, 2000). In other words. the discourse was not <l
"one-Illan show" but involved multiple voices interacting with the teacher as she
shaped the discourse through a series of instructional questions. Nonethdess. the
discourse was not a "II'ee for all" either, In fa;;t. the teacher Illaintained control
throughout allowing little opportunitil.:s for the discours;; to go olT wurse,
The main value or this cross-disciplinary approach. however. lies mainly with
the di fferent insights as revealed by the two frameworks. Though the insights about
the classroom discourse are different. the findings li'om one lI'amework do not
contradict those 11'0111 the other. In fact. we would argue that the insights gained
fh,m the two analyses are complementary. For example. while the pedagogical
interventions (FOD ti'3mework) identi fy what the teachcr was doing by means of
discourse <lnd her purpose for doing them. the process types (SFL framework) llsed
by the teacher reveal the behaviour. thinking am] action expected of the students.
Each li'amework highlights different featurcs of the discourse and dinercnt aspects
the epistemology
the scientific knowledge that was developed in this 11055011.
Fundamentally. the FOD Iramework revealed the instructional approach adopted
by the teacher to achieve the main goals of the lesson. while the SF!. t!'amework
showed what grammatical resources were used by the teacher to medi<lte the
students' understanding of the scientific concepts. In other words, the FOD
Iramework provides the macro-view of what and how the teacher lIsed the
discourse to mediate students' underst<lnding while the SFI. ti'amework provides
the micro-view of how language operates to achieve that.
Looking at the same discourse li'0111 two different perspectives throws the
spotlight on ditTerent aspects of the discourse, so that the insights gained fh)f11 one
framework complement those 11'0111 the other. In other words, till: limitations of one
framework are compensated for by the strength of another Ij·amework. and in the
process. more elements of significance that exist in the complex classroom
interaction arc identilled. Moreover. as the two li'ameworks origin8ted fi'OI11
ditTerent contexts~the FOD fi'amework trom a mainly science classroom context
<lnd the SFL framework trom the general social context-they allow the discourse
to be analysed trom both within and outside a science educator's perspective. The
SFL ti"amework, in particular, highlights potential problems rel<lting to the lise
of the discourse that would not normally he identified using a traditional
science classroom-based approach, COllversety, the usc of the FOD framework
complements the grammatical analysis of the discourse by suggesting the range of
discursive strategies teachers have at their disposal. Furthermnre. frol1l our
experiences. the insights gained frol11 one tramework stimulated and provided
further impetus to the analysis using the other. Ovcrall. these ditferences in
insights eomplement each other and provide a more comprehcnsive vicw or the

or
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way" 111 which classroom discourse was used to mediate students' scientific
meaning making.

IlI/plicaliol1sj()/" Ihe Anulysis ol( '/ussrooJJ1 Discourse
Understanding the usefulness of each framework allows us to see how each
analytical tool can inform LIS about the classroom discourse. This knowledge is
important as it helps determine which set of analytical tools one should lise to
investigate a particular research problem. For example. if the focus is Oil how
classroom discourse impacts students' abilities to answer test questions. the SFL
ti'amework would provide a u,.eful "et of analytical tools to study the grammatical
resources the teacher used, which would very likely influellce what students would
u;,e in their an"wers. On the other hand. if the focus is on how ditTerent teachers
lise discourse differently to dcvelop students' conceptual understanding, the FOD
framcwork would provide a useful alternative to study the instructional approach
adopted by them. Different aspects of discourse atfect students in ditferent ways
and for difrcrcnt reasons. It is therefore imp0l1ant that the 1110St appropriate tools
arc used to study a particular research problem.
IlIIp/iculiol1.l'jiJl" Ihe 7i.'uching o(S'ci('lIce
Thi~ ~tudy ha~ underscored the important role that language plays in the mediation
of seientitic ullders,wnding. and suggests that classroom discourse can both
facilitate and constmin students' developing understanding of scientific concepts
and thcir acquisition of the social language of science. Consequcntly. one way to
improve ;,tudcnts' achievement in science is by attending to the classroom
discourse. particularly the discur-;ive strategies and grammatical features of the
language adopted by teachers.
Teachers themselves might even conduct similar studies. Such studies may
heighten tcachers' awareness of the role of language ill the learning of seience. It
al"o potentially allows for the expansion of discursive strategies
in the t()I"l11
of pedagogical intenentions) that teachcrs call usc to develop classroom discourse
in order to more etlectively develop students' scientific understanding. In the
words of Mortimer and Scott. '"teachers can only begin to develop and extend the
range of speech gcnrcs which they draw upon in the classroom when they become
aware of the nature 01" their present pert(Jrmance" (2UOO, p. 141).

NO II:S
"S"I,m" '11,<:hl1le.ti I,rm I"nJIl1 IIhleh "S"I,1l1le" hIlKII()nall.jn~L1I'lies (krtws Ib l1all1~. rclcrs \0
Ihe "lllterrdllled 'IC" ol'OpIJOJh'·lllallluay, 199·+, p 15) IIllhll1 11111,11 pcopk make' cilllle,S II hen
::

uSing la!1g11~lg~ to crt:atc Illl'anillgs
hlCh rme..::,s I:' realls,d h\ II ,crhal groLir There arc se\l'11 \, res Ithelr llle:Jl1ing. 111 hrackets)
.11I1"I"lIIll"e (,lItnbut1llgL Idel1unmg (ldcl1til\il1gl: ,\/(//('1"/(// (doll1g/harre!11l1g). Be/wriollral

mg.): J/enla/ {thlnkll1g/pl'r(C\\'mg/li:dingL "('rha! (sayll1g/slgna!lll1gt /:'xislt!J11Ial (e'\isting)
The r,rstlll() are' dllS.\llkd as rcational 11l1il..: Ihe r",lar.: non-relauonal

(01..'11:.1\
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